Abstract-In asynchronous crash-prone read/write shared-memory systems there is the notion of a snapshot object, which simulates the behavior of an array of single-writer/multi-reader (SWMR) shared registers that can be read atomically. Processes in the system can access the object invoking (any number of times) two operations, denoted writeðÞ and snapshotðÞ. A process invokes writeðÞ to update the value of its register in the array. When it invokes snapshotðÞ, the process obtains the values of all registers, as if it read them simultaneously. It is known that a snapshot object can be implemented on top of SWMR registers, tolerating any number of process failures. Snapshot objects provide a level of abstraction higher than individual SWMR registers, and they simplify the design of applications. Building a snapshot object on an asynchronous crash-prone message-passing system has similar benefits. The object can be implemented by using the known simulations of a SWMR shared memory on top of an asynchronous message-passing system (if less than half the processes can crash), and then build a snapshot object on top of the simulated SWMR memory. This paper presents an algorithm that implements a snapshot object directly on top of the message-passing system, without building an intermediate layer of a SWMR shared memory. To the authors knowledge, the proposed algorithm is the first providing such a direct construction. The algorithm is more efficient than the indirect solution, yet relatively simple.
INTRODUCTION
T HE paper studies the problem of implementing a shared memory snapshot object on top of an asynchronous message passing system, where processes may crash.
The Context and Motivation
a) Snapshots in shared memory systems: Consider a system of n asynchronous processes, that may fail by crashing, and communicate via Single-Writer/Multi-Reader (SWMR) registers. A snapshot object [1] , [2] simulates the behavior of an array of single-writer/multi-reader shared registers, that can be read atomically. Processes in the system can access the object by invoking (any number of times) two operations, denoted writeðÞ and snapshotðÞ. A process invokes writeðÞ to update the value of its register in the array. When it invokes snapshotðÞ, the process obtains the values of all registers, as if it read them simultaneously. Thus, a snapshot object is linearizable [20] : the operations writeðÞ and snapshotðÞ appear as if they have been executed instantaneously, one after the other. 1 Remarkably, it is possible to build a snapshot object on top of SWMR atomic registers in a system of n asynchronous processes where up to t ¼ n À 1 of them may crash [1] , [2] . This progress condition, which tolerates any number of process crashes, is called wait-freedom [19] in the context of asynchronous crash-prone read/write systems. More precisely, any process that invokes an operation and does not crash, terminates it whatever the behavior of the other processes. We also consider the weaker, non-blocking condition, which requires that at least one process is always able to make progress. 2 The snapshot object offers to the processes a higher abstraction level than atomic read/write registers, simplifying the design and/or verification over algorithms implemented on individual SWMR registers. Examples of algorithms based on snapshot objects can be found in textbooks such as [8] , [34] , [38] . This comes from the fact that a snapshot object allows processes to use consistent global states of the shared memory, without affecting the progress of the computation.
Snapshots in shared memory have been thoroughly studied; for a recent overview see [37] . Variants of snapshot objects have also been considered: for instance, where the array of registers consists of Multi-Writer/Multi-Reader (MWMR) registers, e.g., [21] , [22] , when the snapshot 1 . Notice however that if the snapshot object is defined in terms of a single writeðÞ-snapshotðÞ operation then it is not linearizable. Instead it is set-linearizable [10] .
2. This condition is called deadlock freedom in failure-free systems.
operation returns only part of the array [7] , or when they have limitations on their use [3] . Shared memory snapshots are not to be confused with the classic snapshot notion of message passing systems [12] . The latter are not fault-tolerant, and provide a global state including channel and process states, through which the execution may have passed. (A more detailed discussion is provided in the Appendix.) b) Construction of read/write registers in message-passing systems: Read/write registers are perhaps the most basic shared objects of concurrent computing, and consequently, a fundamental problem consists in implementing an SWMR or MWMR atomic register on top of a message passing system. In addition, read/write registers provide a higher abstraction level than message-passing, with a persistent shared state, that facilitates the design and analysis of faulttolerant multi-process algorithms.
One of the most celebrated algorithms in distributed computing is the ABD algorithm [6] , which implements an atomic read/write register on top of an asynchronous message-passing system, where t < n=2 process may crash. The same paper shows that, if half or more of the processes can crash, no such implementation is possible. The implementations of the read and write operations in the ABD algorithm are particularly simple (although the correctness proof is not). They use a broadcast mechanism, sequence numbers, and majority quorums. The fact that (a) any quorum contains at least one process that never crashes, and (b) any two majority quorums have a non-empty intersection, are key elements of this construction.
An overview of the ABD simulation, its origins and generalizations, as well as its applications in theory and practice can be found in [5] . Many constructions of atomic read/ write registers on top of message-passing systems have been proposed (e.g., [4] , [8] , [15] , [17] , [31] , [32] , [33] to cite a few). They differ in the type and the number of failures they tolerate, the number of messages they need to implement a read or a write operation, the size of control information carried by these implementation messages, the time complexity of each operation, and if the system is static or dynamic.
c) Implementing a snapshot object on top of a message passing system: A simple way of implementing a snapshot object on top of an underlying asynchronous messagepassing system where up to t processes may crash, t < n=2, consists in using an algorithm (such as one of the previously mentioned ones) to build a layer of n SWMR atomic registers on top of the message-passing system, and then use any algorithm implementing a SWMR snapshot object (such as one of the previously mentioned ones) on top of the read/write shared memory layer. This construction consists of a simple stacking of existing algorithms: the first layer going from message-passing to n SWMR atomic registers, and the second layer going from n SWMR atomic registers to a snapshot object. This motivates the question considered in this paper. Is it possible to obtain a more efficient snapshot implementation, directly on top of the message passing system (where directly means without going through an intermediate SWMR register simulation layer)?
Contributions
a) Content of the paper: This paper is on the construction of a snapshot object directly on top of an underlying asynchronous message-passing system where up to t < n=2 processes may crash. Given the impossibility of implementing a read/write register on top of a message passing system where t ! n=2 processes can crash, such a construction is optimal in terms of the number of failures it tolerates.
Two algorithms are presented, which implement a snapshot object on top of a message-passing system in which a minority of processes may crash. The first one is nonblocking and the second one is wait-free.
In the non-blocking case, the write operation issued by a correct process always terminates, but the snapshot may not terminate when it is concurrent with infinitely many write operations. From the efficiency point of view, a write operation requires OðnÞ messages and one round-trip delay. The snapshot operation requires in the best case 2n messages and one round-trip.
In the wait-free case, some write and snapshot operations may be delayed to ensure the termination of the snapshot operation. From the number of messages point of view, a write operation requires 2n messages and a snapshot operation requires in the best case 4n and at most Oðn 3 Þ messages. b) The ideas behind the proposed algorithm: The algorithms building a snapshot object in crash-prone read/write systems, are based on a double collect mechanism, combined with a helping mechanism [11] , [19] , [35] . The write operation can be easily implemented so that it always terminate if the invoking process does not crash. A snapshot is implemented by executing collects (consecutive asynchronous read operations of the read/write registers) until two consecutive collects return the same values, which then define a snapshot value. It is not hard to see that, in the periods in which there is no invocation of the write operation, two successive collects by a process return the same values, and consequently this yields a non-blocking implementation. The helping mechanism is then used to obtain a wait-free implementation, ensuring that every snapshot invocation by a correct process terminates.
The algorithms implementing a read/write register on top of an asynchronous crash-prone message-passing system (e.g., [6] ) implement a read operation with a two-phase algorithm. During the first phase, the invoking process p i broadcasts a query and waits for values from a majority of processes, from which it extracts the most recent one (i.e., the one associated with the greatest sequence number). This is the value v that will be returned by the read operation. But, to ensure atomicity of the read/write register, before returning v, p i needs to be sure that v is known by a majority of processes. This constitutes the second phase. This is sometimes called the "reads have to write" rule (if not done, the register that is built is regular and not atomic [27] , [29] , [32] , [38] ).
The algorithm proposed in this paper is also based on the double collect mechanism, but it exploits the fact that a process can query the other processes in parallel, thereby reducing time and message complexity. Moreover, the second collect of a read operation can be used to ensure the atomicity property, and can also be used as the first collect of the next read operation, which further saves messages and time. It turns out that, the costs of the snapshot and write operations depends then on the concurrency pattern, and allows us to obtain very fast operations when there is no concurrency. Table 1 in the Conclusion section shows the gain of the direct implementation with respect to a stacking approach.
An Overview of the Direct Implementation
This section describes in more detail the basic ideas which underlie the message-passing implementation of the collectðÞ operation used in the snapshotðÞ operation.
a) Message pattern generated by a read/write-based collectðÞ operation: Let us consider a snapshot object made up of n SWMR atomic registers, one per per process. To read its contents a process issues n asynchronous reads, each one to obtain the value of an atomic register. Recall that in the ABD algorithm, the read of an atomic register is composed of two sequential phases, namely, a read phase to obtain the values of the registers, followed by a write phase to ensure the atomicity of the register. This sequence of n pairs of read/write phases is depicted in Fig. 1 . This collect implementation costs 4n 2 messages and 4n time units (assuming each message takes one time unit). b) First observation: As we are in a message-passing system, the n pairs of read/write phases can be done concurrently, obtaining a two-phase implementation, as described in Fig. 2 . The unique first phase implements then all the first phases of Fig. 1 , while the second one implements all the second phases of Fig. 1 , where REG½i denotes the SWMR atomic register associated with p i . It follows that such a packing of read phases and write phases reduces the cost to 4n messages, and 4 time units. (Although this is obtained at the cost of increasing the size of each message, whose size is now OðnÞ). c) Second observation: A snapshot consists of a sequence of collect invocations until two consecutive collect invocations return the same array of values. Let C x and C xþ1 denote the last two collects as depicted in Fig. 3 , which return reg x ½1::n and reg xþ1 ½1::n, respectively.
As C x and C xþ1 are the last two collects, we have reg x ½1::n ¼ reg xþ1 ½1::n. It follows that the WRITE phase of C xþ1 is useless and can consequently be eliminated.
Roadmap
The paper is made up of 7 sections. Section 2 presents the basic definitions: system model, and multi-shot snapshot objects. Section 3 presents a direct algorithm constructing a non-blocking snapshot object. Section 4 proves its correctness. Section 5 shows how to modify the previous algorithm to get an always terminating (wait-free) snapshot object. Section 6 presents a short evaluation cost of the first algorithm. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 SYSTEM MODEL, AND SNAPSHOT OBJECTS 2.1 System Model a) Processes: The computing model consists of a set of n sequential processes denoted p 1 ; . . . ; p n . Each process is asynchronous which means that it proceeds at its own speed, which can be arbitrary and is independent of the speed of other processes. No clocks are assumed to be available.
A process may halt prematurely, experiencing a crash failure. Before crashing, a process executes correctly its local algorithm. The model parameter t denotes the maximal number of processes that may crash in a run. A process that crashes in a run is said to be faulty. Otherwise, it is correct or non-faulty. Notice that in this model, it is impossible for a process to distinguish if another process is slow or crashed. b) Communication: The processes communicate by sending and receiving messages through bi-directional channels. The communication network is a complete network, which means that any process p i can directly send a message to any process p j (including itself). Each channel is reliable (no loss, corruption, nor creation of messages), not necessarily first-in/first-out, and asynchronous (while the transit time of each message is finite, there is no upper bound on message transit times).
A process p i invokes the operation "send TAG(m) to p j " to send to p j the message tagged TAG which carries the value m. It receives a message tagged TAG by invoking the operation "receive TAG()". The macro-operation "broadcast TAG (m)" is a shortcut for "for each j 2 f1; . . . ; ngsend TAG(m) to p j end for". We do not assume anything about the sending order, which implies that, if the sender crashes while executing this macro-operation, an arbitrary-possibly emptysubset of processes will receive the message. c) Notation: In the following, the previous Crash Asynchronous Message-Passing model, restricted to the case in which any minority of processes may crash, namely, t < n=2, is denoted CAMP n;t ½t < n=2.
Each process can be at the same time a client (it invokes high level operations) and a server (it locally participates in the implementation of the object that is built). As from a client point of view a process is sequential, it can be involved -as a client-in at most one operation at a time on a snapshot object.
Message types are denoted with small capital letters, while local variables are denoted with small italics letters, indexed by a process index.
Snapshot Object
The SWMR snapshot object has been informally presented in the Introduction. It is made up of n components (one per process), and provides the processes with two operations denoted writeðÞ and snapshotðÞ.
Let SNAP be such an object. When a process p i invokes writeðvÞ, the object stores the value v in its component SNAP ½i. When a process p i invokes snapshotðÞ, it obtains the value of all the components SNAP ½1::n. A snapshot object is atomic (linearizable). This means that the operations writeðÞ and snapshotðÞ issued by the processes appear as if each of them had been executed instantaneously, at a single point of the time line between its start and its end. Moreover, no two operations appear at the same point of time, and the array reg½1::n returned by a process, when it terminates an invocation of snapshotðÞ, is such that reg½k ¼ v if the closest preceding write operation issued by p k is writeðvÞ. If there is no such write by p k , reg½k ¼ ? (a default value that, at the application level, no process can write).
IMPLEMENTING A NON-BLOCKING SNAPSHOT OBJECT
This section presents a non-blocking algorithm (described in Fig. 4 ) which implements an object in the model CAMP n;t ½t < n=2. The non-blocking progress condition is formally defined in [20] . It states that, at any time, and whatever the number of operations applied to a snapshot object, at least one operation terminates. Non-blocking can be seen as deadlock-freedom applied to failure-prone systems.
Local Representation of the Snapshot Object
Each process p i manages a local array reg i ½1::n, which contains its current view of the snapshot object. This view contains, for each process, a pair ðv; tÞ where v is a value and t is an integer representing the timestamp of the write. The pairs ðv; tÞ may be compared by the relation ": ðv; tÞ " ðv 0 ; t 0 Þ if and only if t t 0 . 3 This array is initialized to ½?; Á Á Á ; ? and ? 0 ðv; tÞ for any v and t.
Each process p i manages also a sequence number ssn i . Initialized to 0, this local variable is used to identify the successive requests generated by the invocations of the operation snapshotðÞ issued by p i .
Algorithm Implementing the Operation writeðvÞ:
Client Side
This algorithm is described in lines 1-6, executed by the invoking process p i (client), and lines 15-16, executed by all processes (in their server role). When p i invokes writeðvÞ for the ts i th time, it assigns the value ðv; ts i Þ to its local register reg i ½i and broadcasts the message WRITE(reg i ) to inform the other processes of its write (lines 1-2). Then, p i waits for acknowledgments (Line 3). Each message WRITE_ACK(reg) carries the current value of reg j ½1::n of the sender p j . After p i received acknowledgments from a majority of processes, it updates its local view of the snapshot object, namely reg i ½1::n, to have it as recent as possible (Line 5). This is done, for each local register reg i ½k, by taking the maximum of the value it received and its current value. After the update of reg i ½1::n is done, p i returns from the operation.
Server Side
On the server side, when p i receives a message WRITEðregÞ from a process p j , it updates its local array reg i ½1::n to have . Non-blocking snapshot object in CAMP n;t ½t < n=2 (code for p i ).
3. It will be proved later that " restricted to pairs generated by the algorithm is an order relation.
it as up-to-date as possible (Line 15). It then sends back to p j the acknowledgment message WRITE_ACK(reg i ) (Line 16). As seen above, if p i knows some writes not yet known by p j , this message allows p j to know them.
Algorithm Implementing the Operation snapshotðÞ: Client Side
This algorithm is also composed of two parts. The part described in lines 7-14 is executed by the invoking process p i (client), while lines 17-18 are executed by all processes (in their server role).
The invoking process enters a repeat loop that it will exit when, from its point of view, its local array reg i ½1::n can no longer be updated with new values. To this end it uses a local array variable prev½1::n (whose scope is restricted to the operation snapshotðÞ). After it assigned reg i to prev, p i broadcasts an inquiry message SNAPSHOTðreg i ; ssn i Þ, in which the sequence number ssn i is used to identify the different inquiries broadcast by p i . Now, p i has exactly the same behavior as the one described in lines 3-5 of the write operation. Namely, p i waits for acknowledgment messages from a majority of processes (those are messages SNAPSHOT_ACKðreg; ssn i Þ carrying the appropriate sequence number). Hence, after it has executed lines 10-12, p i possibly updated its local representation reg i ½1::n of the snapshot object. Then, if reg i has been updated (we have then reg i 6 ¼ prev at Line 13), p i re-enters the repeat loop. If reg i has not been enriched with new values during the last iteration, p i returns it as result of it snapshot invocation.
Algorithm Implementing the Operation snapshotðvÞ: Server Side
This part (reception of a message SNAPSHOTðreg; ssnÞ from a process p j , lines [17] [18] is the same as the reception of a message WRITEðregÞ. Namely, p i updates reg i ½1::n and sends back to p j an acknowledgment message SNAPSHOT_ACKðreg i ; ssnÞ.
PROOF OF THE NON BLOCKING SNAPSHOT ALGORITHM
The main part of the proof concerns linearizability. We have to define for each writeðÞ and snapshotðÞ a linearization point satisfying the snapshot specification. But before we give some definitions and notations.
Definitions and Notations
The following definitions (except the notion of an effective operation) are from [20] . a) Events: Let op be a writeðÞ or snapshotðÞ operation. The execution of an operation op by a process p i is modeled by two events: an invocation event, denoted invocðopÞ, which occurs when p i invokes the operation, and a response event, denoted respðopÞ, which occurs when p i terminates the operation. The event invocðopÞ of an operation op occurs when it executes its first statement (Line 1 or Line 8), and its event respðopÞ (termination) occurs when it executes its returnðÞ statement (Line 6 or Line 14).
In addition to these events, sending and reception of messages create corresponding communication events [26] .
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that no two events occur at the same time.
b) Histories: A history is a total order on the events produced by the processes. A history captures the intuitive notion of a run (also called execution). Given any two events e and f, e < f if e occurs before f in the corresponding history. Let us notice that we always have e < f or f < e. A history is denoted b H ¼ hE; < i, where E is the set of events. A history is sequential if (a) its first event is an invocation; (b) each invocation is followed by the matching response event; and (c) each response event-except the last one if the computation is finite-is followed by an invocation event.
b Hji is called a local history; it is the sub-sequence of b H made up of the events generated by process p i . Two histories are equivalent if no process can distinguish them, i.e., 8 i; j : b Hji ¼ b Hjj. c) Associating timestamps with write operations: For convenience, a timestamp t is associated with each operation writeðÞ issued by a process p i (this timestamp is obtained from the local variable ts i in the algorithm of Fig. 4 ). The timestamps are such that if writeðÞ (timestamped t), and write 0 ðÞ (timestamped t 0 ), are any two write operations issued by the same process with writeðÞ first, we have t < t 0 . d) Effective operations: When a process crashes while executing an operation, this operation may take effect or not. The notion of an effective operation captures the fact that, due to process crashes, some operations "participate" in the computation, while others do not. More precisely, we have the following [32] .
A snapshot operation is effective if the invoking process does not crash during its execution. A write operation is effective if the invoking process does not crash during its execution, or, despite the fact that it crashes during its execution, the value it writes is returned by an effective snapshot operation. If the invoking process crashes during an effective write operation, we define a virtual response event for the write. This event is just after the first event among response events of the effective snapshot operations that return the written value.
Let us observe that, as at most t processes crash, there are at most t operations which are not effective. As we can see, this notion allows us to focus only on the operations that constitute the actual computation. Each operation which is not effective may or may not be considered as participating in the computation. (If it is not, it is as if the corresponding process stops executing just before executing it.) Hence, in the following we consider only effective operations when defining linearizability. e) Linearizable snapshot history: A snapshot-based history b H ¼ hE; < i models a computation at the abstraction level at which the write and snapshot operations are invoked. It is linearizable if there is an equivalent sequential history d H seq ¼ hE; < seq i in which the sequence of effective writeðÞ and snapshotðÞ operations issued by the processes is such that (a) each effective operation appears as executed at a single point of the time line between its invocation event and its response event, and (b) each effective snapshotðÞ operation returns an array reg such that -reg½i ¼ ðv; tÞ if the operation writeðvÞ by p i is timestamped t and appears previously in the sequence, -Otherwise reg½i ¼ ?. When considering a sequential history it is possible to associate a time instant with each operation. As, in such a history, all operations are ordered, no two operations are associated with the same time instant. f) Notation: Given two arrays reg1 and reg2 returned by two snapshot operations, reg1 " reg2 is a shortcut for 8 x 2 ½1::n: ðreg1½x " reg2½xÞ, and reg1 0 reg2 is a shortcut for ðreg1 " reg2Þ^ðreg1 6 ¼ reg2Þ.
g) Concurrent operations: Given a history b H ¼ hE; < i and any two of its operations op 1 and op 2 . We say " op 1 precedes
1 ! op 2 Þ and :ðop 2 ! op 1 Þ, we say "op 1 and op 2 are concurrent", which is denoted op 1 jjop 2 . It follows that the relation "!" defined on operations is an irreflexive partial order.
Basic Lemmas
We present some elementary facts and lemmas that follow directly from the algorithm.
Considering a snapshot history, let ww ¼ writeðvÞ be an effective write operation issued by a process p i . If the write operation is effective then the invoking process executes at least Line 1 and Line 2 in the algorithm of Fig. 4 . The associated timestamp, denoted ts ww , is the value of ts i after Line 1 in the algorithm of Fig. 4 . The value of reg i when p i broadcast WRITE (Line 2) during ww is denoted reg ww .
If the write is issued by a process that does not crash during the execution of this operation, let Q ww be the majority quorum (set of processes) from which ww received messages WRITE_ACKðÞ at Line 3.
If the write is issued by a process that crashes during the execution of this operation, we consider among the effective snapshot operations that return this value, the effective operation snap whose response event is the first to appear. In this case Q ww is the majority quorum (set of processes) from which snap received messages SNAPSHOT_ACKðÞ during its last execution of the repeat loop (Lines 9-12).
The array returned by an effective snapshot operation snap (Line 15) is denoted reg snap . Let Q snap be the majority quorum (set of processes) from which snap received messages SNAPSHOT_ACKðÞ during its last execution of the repeat loop (Lines 9-12).
As there is a new timestamp ts i for each write of v by process p i , we have: Hence, the relation " is anti-symmetric for all pairs defined in a history produced by the algorithm. Moreover, we also have: Fact 2. The relation " on pairs ðv; tÞ and on arrays of pairs restricted to the pairs defined in a history produced by the algorithm is an order relation.
In each run of the algorithm in Fig. 4, each modification  (Lines 5, 12, 15, 17 ) of reg i ½k is always by a maximum of reg i ½k and other terms. Thus, we have the following: 
Lemma 1.
Let snap be an effective snapshot operation of p i , then for every p k in Q snap , the message that p i receives from p k in the last execution of the repeat loop is SNAPSHOT_ACK(reg snap ; À).
Proof. In the last execution of the repeat loop, p i broadcasts Proof. Let ww1 ¼ writeðv1Þ be an effective write operation issued by a process p i , and ww2 ¼ writeðv2Þ be an effective write operation issued by a process p j , such that ww1 ! ww2. Let snap be an effective snapshot operation returning reg snap such that ðv2; ts ww2 Þ ¼ reg snap ½j, and p k the process that issued this snapshot. As both Q snap and Q ww1 are majority quorums, there is a process p ' 2 Q snap \ Q ww1 . If p i does not crash during the execution of the effective write: let t be the time at which p ' receives the message WRITEðv1; ts ww1 Þ from p i . We have t < respðww1Þ (this is because ww1 terminates when p i received a message ACK_WRITEðÞ (Line 3) from all the processes in Q ww1 , which includes p ' ). If p i crashes during the execution of the write: let t be the time at which p ' receives for the first time a message SNAPSHOTðreg; sÞ with reg½i ¼ v1. We have t < respðww1Þ (this is because ww1 terminates when a process received a message SNAPSHOT-ACKðÞ from all the processes in Q ww1 , which includes p ' ).
There are two cases.
Case 1: p k sends its last message SNAPSHOTðÞ (Line 9) to p ' after time t. When p ' receives this message, reg ' is such that reg ' ½i # ðv1; ts ww1 Þ, and the message SNAPSHOT_ACKðÞ sent by p ' to p k carries a value such that ðv1; ts ww1 Þ " reg ' ½i. It follows that when p k receives this message and processes it, we have ðv1; ts ww1 Þ " reg snap ½i. Case 2: p k sends its last message SNAPSHOTðÞ (Line 9) to p ' before time t. As reg snap ¼ reg k ½j ¼ ðv2; ts ww2 Þ when p k broadcasts SNAPSHOTðreg k ; ÀÞ, we have invocðww2Þ < t. As t < respðww1Þ, it follows that invocðww2Þ < respðww1Þ, which contradicts the initial assumption (ww1 ! ww2), and concludes the proof of the lemma. t u
We conclude this section with the following technical fact. 4 Fact 4. Given any time t and any finite set of events E, we can choose for each event e an e small enough to ensure
Linearization of the Write and Snapshot Operations
To prove the linearizability, we define for each effective operation op a linearization point. This linearization point has to be inside the time interval between invocðopÞ and respðopÞ. In this way we get a linear history, d H seq . Then we have to verify that this history satisfies the snapshot specification.
Definition of the Linearization Points
We define for each effective operation op a linearization point.
b H being a history, let S be the set of all its effective snapshot operations. We partition S in such a way that two effective snapshots with the same output are in the same class. Consequently, we get a family of sets S i for i 2 I, 5 such that:
the snapshots of S i have the same output denoted regðS i Þ, and (4) regðS i Þ 6 ¼ regðS j Þ for i 6 ¼ j. By Lemma 5, the outputs of all the effective snapshots are totally ordered, and we can index the elements of the partition by a set I according to the order on the outputs, and ensuring that (5) if i < j we have regðS i Þ 0 regðS j Þ. In the following we assume that I ¼ f1; Á Á Á ; cg for some c, or, if it is infinite, I is the set of positive integers.
Let us define the sets of effective write operations W i corresponding to the S i as follows. W i is the set of the effective write operations corresponding to values regðS i Þ that do not correspond to regðS j Þ for j < i. More precisely, W i contains the write operations ww, writing v and timestamped t, where process p x is the writing process, if and only if regðS i Þ½x ¼ ðv; tÞ, and regðS j Þ½x 6 ¼ ðv; tÞ for all j < i. For each i such that regðS i Þ 0 regðS iþ1 Þ, there is at least one entry x such that regðS i Þ½x 0 regðS iþ1 Þ½x, and, by Corollary 1, there is exactly one corresponding effective write for each of such entries and W iþ1 6 ¼ ; for i 2 I. Note that only W 1 may be empty.
The linearization points for write operations in W i and snapshot operations in S i are defined by induction on i 2 I.
Base case: i ¼ 1.If regðS 1 Þ ¼ ½?; Á Á Á ; ?, then W 1 is empty, and there is no write operation to linearize and t 1 ¼ 0. Otherwise, each ww 2 W 1 is linearized at invocation time invocðwwÞ in b H. Let t ww be this linearization time and t 1 the max of these linearization times. To avoid simultaneity, from Fact 4, we can choose for each snap 2 S 1 an snap small enough to ensure that in ðt 1 ; t 1 þ snap there is no event in b H and that all the t 1 þ snap are different.
Then the linearization point of each snapshot operation snap 2 S 1 is defined as
Induction case: assume that all linearization points have been defined for all S i and W i for 1 i m. Let m m be the time of the last linearization point for events in
4. It is assumed that the time is the line of real numbers, namely, there is a point of the time line between any two points of the time line.
5. I may be infinite but is always countable. 
with snap defined following Fact 4 to avoid simultaneity. By an easy induction, m m and t m being defined as max of the previous linearization points, we have
Directly from Equations (1), (2), (3), and (4) we deduce: For ww, a write operation in H, the linearization point is simply t ww ¼ respðwwÞ: (1). Directly from the definition of t ww we have t ww ! invocðwwÞ. By contradiction, let us assume respðwwÞ < t ww . Then, due to the definition of t ww and ww , the only possibility is that m mÀ1 > respðwwÞ. It follows that it exists an op 2 S 1 i < m W i [ S i such that respðwwÞ < invocðopÞ and hence ww ! op. Consider the two cases:
op is a snapshot snap 2 S i for some i < m. Let reg snap be the array returned by this operation. Due to Lemma 2, ðv; ts ww Þ " reg snap ½x. Hence, ww belongs to some W j for j i, which contradicts the assumption ww 2 W m . op is a write operation ww 0 2 W i associated with the pair ðv 0 ; t ww 0 Þ, issued by process p y , for some i < m. Consider any snap 2 S i . By Lemma 6, as ww ! ww 0 ðv; ts ww Þ " reg snap ½y but then ww belongs to some W j for j i and so ww belongs to some W j for j i contradicting the hypothesis ww 2 W m . Hence if op is a write ww 2 W m its linearization point belongs to ½invocðopÞ; respðopÞ.
Let us assume that op is a snapshot snap 2 S m returning reg snap and let t snap be its linearization point as defined in Equation (2) . Directly from Equation (2), we have t snap ! invocðsnapÞ. By contradiction, let us assume that t snap > respðsnapÞ. Then, considering the definition of t snap , the only possibility is that t m > respðsnapÞ and then there exists op 2 S 1 i < m S i [ S 1 i m W i such that respðsnapÞ < invocðopÞ and hence snap ! op. Consider the two cases:
op is a snapshot snap 0 2 S i for some i < m, and as snap ! snap 0 , by Lemma 4, reg snap " reg snap 0 . Hence regðS m Þ " regðS i Þ with i < m but from the definition of the sets S j , if we have i < m then regðS i Þ 0 regðS m Þ, and we get a contradiction. op is a write ww 2 W i for some i m. Let us assume ww is a write of v issued by process p x with timestamp ts ww . As snap ! ww by Lemma 3, reg snap ½x 0 ðv; ts ww Þ. But, as ww 2 W i and i m, we have ðv; ts ww Þ " reg snap ½x and we get a contradiction. Hence, if op ¼ snap 2 S m its linearization point belongs to ½invocðopÞ; respðopÞ.
(i), (ii), and (iii) prove that for each op 2 b H its linearization point t op belongs to ½invocðop; respðopÞ.
Let d H seq the history corresponding to the linearization points of operation in b H.
The Linearization d H seq Satisfies the Snapshot Specification
As in a sequential history all operations are totally ordered, a sequential history satisfies the snapshot specification if and only if, for each snapshot snap, the value returned in reg½x is the last value written by process p x . Then here we have to verify that for each snap 2 b H, linearized at time t snap in b H 0 , for each x, reg snap ½x in b H 0 , is the last value written by process p x in the linearization b H 0 . Thus, we have to verify that for each i 2 I, for each snap 2 S i , for each x, the last linearized write of p x before t snap is a ww ¼ writeðvÞ such that reg snap ½x ¼ ðv; ts ww Þ. 
Consider any snap operation snap in some S k , any index x, let ww0 2 W i0 the corresponding write operation issued process p x as defined in Fact 8. Assume that ww0 ¼ writeðv0Þ with associated timestamp ts ww0 , we have reg snap ½x ¼ ðv0; ts ww0 Þ. From the definition of the linearization points t snap in Equation (2) and the definition of t k in Equation (4), we have t snap > t k and t k is greater than all linearization points of ww 2 S 1 i k W i . Then t ww0 < t snap . It remains to prove that there is no effective write operation ww issued by process p x such that t ww0 < t ww < t snap .
By contradiction, let us assume there is an effective write operation ww1 ¼ ðv1; ts ww1 Þ by process p x that is linearized at time t ww1 such t ww0 < t ww1 < t snap . As the linearization points are in the beginning and the end of the write operations ww0 ! ww1, we have ðv0; ts ww0 Þ 0 ðv1; ts ww1 Þ.
As a write operation in d H seq belongs either to S i2I W i or to H we consider the two cases:
there is at most one write of a process in each W i ).
By Facts 5 and 6, i0 < i1 k, by definition of S k :reg snap ½x # ðv1; ts ww1 Þ. A s ðv1; ts ww1 Þ 1 ðv0; ts ww0 Þ, we contradict the hypothesis reg snap ½x # ðv0; ts ww0 Þ.
(ii) ww1 is in H, the set of effective write operations whose values are never output by a snapshot operation (these write operation are executed by processes that don't crash during the execution of these writes). Following the definition of t snap we have two cases: t snap ¼ invocðsnapÞ as t ww1 ¼ respðww1Þ < t snap ¼ invocðsnapÞ we have in b H ww1 ! snap and then by Lemma 2, reg snap ½x # ðv1; ts ww1 Þ 6 ¼ ðv0; ts ww0 Þ contradicting the hypothesis. t snap ¼ invocðww 0 Þ þ for some ww 0 2 W m , with m in f1; ::; kg due to the definition of we deduce that t ww1 ¼ respðww1Þ < invocðww 0 Þ and ww1 ! ww 0 . By Lemma 6, we have ðv0; ts ww0 Þ ¼ reg snap ½x " ðv1; ts ww1 Þ contradicting the hypothesis ðv0; ts ww0 Þ < ðv1; ts ww1 Þ. If follows from the previous construction rules of d H seq that this sequential history respects the sequential specification of the snapshot object. Thus we get the following.
Lemma 7. Given a history b
H produced by Algorithm of Fig. 4 , there is an equivalent sequential history d H seq which respects the sequential specification of the snapshot object.
Termination Proof
Lemma 8. If a correct process p i invokes writeðÞ, it terminates. If a correct process p i invokes a snapshot operation which is not concurrent with a write operation, it terminates.
Proof. Let us first consider the case where a correct process p i invokes writeðÞ. It broadcasts a message WRITEðÞ (Line 2). As t < n=2, a majority of processes receive this message and send back an acknowledgment (Line 16). Hence, p i receives a message WRITE_ACKðÞ from a majority of processes. It consequently cannot block forever at Line 3, which proves the termination property for the write operation.
Let us now consider an invocation of snapshotðÞ by a correct process p i . Moreover, let t be a time instant after which (a) no correct process invokes writeðÞ, (b) the messages generated by all the previous write operations and their acknowledgments have been received and processed, and (c) the faulty processes have crashed.
Hence, when after t, p i broadcasts a message SNAPSHOT ðÀ; snÞ, it eventually receives a message SNAPSHOT_ACK ðÀ; snÞ from each correct process. It follows that reg i ½1::n eventually contains all the values from all correct process. Let t 0 ! t be this time instant. After t 0 , reg i can no longer be updated with new values. It then follows that the predicate prev ¼ reg i (Line 13) becomes true (and remains true forever). When this occurs, p i exits the repeat loop (if not already done).
t u Theorem 1. Algorithm 4 implements a non-blocking snapshot object in the model CAMP n;t ½t < n=2.
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 8 (Termination), and Lemma 7 (Linearizability). t u
AN ALWAYS TERMINATING ALGORITHM
While the implementation of a snapshot object given in Fig. 4 guarantees the wait-freedom progress condition for all the write operations (assuming the invoking processes do not crash during their invocation), it only guarantees the non-blocking progress condition for the snapshot operations. More precisely, it does not guarantee the termination of a snapshot operation which is permanently concurrent with write operations (i.e., a snapshot operation may not terminate if it is concurrent with an infinite sequence of write operations). The algorithm described in Figs. 5 and 6 ensures that any invocation of a write or snapshot operation terminates (assuming the invoking process does not crash during the operation invocation), i.e., the wait-free termination property. a) Underlying principles: To ensure the wait-free termination property, two mechanisms are added to the basic algorithm.
1) Every process helps to perform a snapshot operation:
when a process wants to perform a snapshot operation it broadcasts its query to every process, and when receiving this query, each process issues a basic snapshot operation (essentially identical to the snapshot of the previous section). In this way, each process participates in every snapshot operation and in particular every process is aware of all the snapshots that are not currently terminated. 2) To ensure that the snapshot operations are not prevented from terminating by write operations, each process, when there are snapshot operations currently not terminated, is required to wait for the termination of the oldest snapshot operation among them. In this way, eventually no write operation can be concurrent with a snapshot operation, thereby ensuring its termination.
The corresponding extended algorithm is detailed in Figs. 5 and. 6, where (as before) reg i is the current view of the memory at process p i . This view is updated when p i receives a WRITEðÞ or SNAPSHOTðÞ message.
b) Implementing the writeðÞ and snapshotðÞ operations. To perform a write operation, p i does not immediately start to implement a write operation as in the non-blocking algorithm of Fig. 4 . It records the value to be written into a variable write pending with an appropriate sequence number (Line 1). The write operation terminates (Line 2) when the write is made in the background task of the algorithm (lines [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
To perform a snapshot operation, a process p i broadcasts in a reliable way, with the help of the underlying operation RbroadcastðÞ, 6 the request (message SNAPðÞ) and its associated sequence number to all processes (including itself) (Line 3). This request is processed in the background task at Lines 20 and 22. Function base snapshotðÞ implements a "basic" snapshot that is essentially the same as for nonblocking snapshot of Fig. 4 (waiting until the process obtains two identical vectors of values for the requested snapshot). Here this basic snapshot is stopped when at least one process has terminated a basic snapshot for the requesting upper layer snapshot. More precisely, the variable repSnap is an array such that repSnap½j; m contains the result of the mth snapshot initiated by process p j (and ? before). This variable is written at Line 29 when process p i is notified (by a message ENDðÞ) that at least one of basic snapshots for the requested upper layer snapshot terminated. Then repSnap½j; m contains a snapshot value of the mth snapshot initiated by process p j . 7 In its background task (lines [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , process p i performs a write (function base write) if there is a pending write (Line 19). Then, if there are some requests for upper layer snapshots (corresponding to the reception of message SNAPðÞ), process p i chooses the oldest request and runs a basic snapshot for this request (Line 22).
Let us first notice that in its background task (lines 19-23), each process executes sequentially in round robin the base operations denoted base writeðÞ and base snapshotðÞ. c) Always terminating property: From the previous discussion it follows that, to show that all write or snapshot operations performed by a correct process terminate, we have to show that all base writeðÞ or base snapshotðÞ operations performed by a correct process terminate. As there is a majority of correct processes, it is easy to check that the function base write always terminates.
We prove by contradiction that each correct process that performs base snapshotðÞ operation terminates. Assume that a correct process p i does not terminate its base snapshotðs; tÞ.
If a base snapshotðs; tÞ does not terminate it is because the process p i is waiting forever at Line 13 or it never . Always terminating snapshot object in CAMP n;t ½t < n=2 (Part 2 of the code for p i ).
6. The main property of such a broadcast operation is that any message delivered by a (correct or faulty) process is delivered by all correct processes, and at least the messages broadcast by the correct processes are delivered. Algorithms implementing reliable broadcast are described in many textbooks (e.g., [8] , [32] ).
7. Let us notice that it is possible that several processes wrote snapshot values in repSnap½j; m to help p j terminate its snapshot invocation. Any of these values is a correct snapshot value.
terminates the while loop Line 11. Line 12, the process broadcasts a message SNAPSHOTðs; t; reg; ssnÞ. Upon reception of such a message each correct process replies by a message SNAPSHOT_ACKðs; t; reg; ssnÞ. As there is a majority of correct processes, p i is not waiting forever at Line 13.
If the process p i executes forever the while loop Line 11, it is because it never receives a message ENDðs; t; valÞ. In particular, as such a message is sent Line 16, it never finds the condition prev ¼ reg i true in Line 16 i.e., there are concurrent write operations.
A correct process executes base snapshotðs; tÞ because it has received a message SNAPðs; tÞ. As this message has been sent by a reliable broadcast, each correct process has received such a message. If at least one correct process terminates all its base writeðÞ or base snapshotðÞ then it terminates in particular base snapshotðs; tÞ and sent a message ENDðs; t; valÞ. Then p i terminates its base snapshotðs; tÞ contradicting our hypothesis. So all correct processes are stuck on an operation. As the base write always terminates, and as a message SNAPðs; tÞ is received at each process, each process is stuck on a base snapshotðÞ operation. In this case, there are no concurrent write and p i finds the condition prev ¼ reg i , and terminates. Contradicting our hypothesis.
Theorem 2. The algorithm in Figs. 5 and 6 implements a waitfree snapshot object in the model CAMP n;t ½t < n=2.
ON THE EFFICIENCY SIDE
Evaluating the efficiency of a distributed fault-tolerant asynchronous algorithm is a difficult task, subject to many interpretations. Here we adopt the approach advocated in [16] , [28] . This approach starts from the observation that, in practice, concurrency-related conflicts are not frequent. See also the discussion of [23] about evaluating the performance of consensus in well-behaved and failure-free runs. Consequently, the efficiency of an algorithm involving synchronization has not to always be evaluated with respect to worst case scenarios.
We consequently consider here two algorithms whose progress condition is non-blocking (which, according to [16] , means that these algorithms are practically wait-free).
One is the non-blocking snapshot algorithm presented in Fig. 4 . The other one is the algorithm resulting from the stacking of the following two algorithms: the nonblocking version of the snapshot algorithm introduced in [1] , and the ABD algorithm presented in [6] which builds an SWMR atomic register. The latter non-blocking snapshot algorithm is obtained from the wait-free snapshot algorithm presented in [1] , by the suppression of its helping mechanism. The resulting algorithm is such that the write operation is wait-free, while the snapshot operation-which consists in repeating two collects until they return the same values-satisfy the nonblocking progress condition. Table 1 compares the number of messages and time (measured by the length of message causal chains) of the previous algorithms when there is no concurrency (the most common case in practice [16] , [28] ). In addition to their distinct design principles, the efficiency-related difference in these two algorithms comes from the fact that a snapshot algorithm based on SWMR read/write registers reads the underlying registers sequentially, while (as shown in Fig. 2 ), our algorithm packs n "read operations" in a single message.
CONCLUSION
The paper was on the implementation of a fault-tolerant read/write shared-memory snapshot object in a crashprone asynchronous message-passing system. A main property of such an object is the containment property (snapshot results can be totally ordered according to their occurrence order). More precisely, the paper studied the direct implementation of such an object, where "direct" means that the implementation does not go through an intermediary layer simulating read/write registers. Let us nevertheless notice that, as a majority of correct processes is a necessary requirement to implement an atomic read/write register in a crash-prone asynchronous message-passing system [6] , and the semantics of a snapshot object includes the one of an atomic read/write register, it follows that the same requirement is necessary to implement a snapshot object in a crash-prone asynchronous message-passing system.
The paper presented a non-blocking message-passing distributed algorithm (tolerating a minority of process crashes) implementing a snapshot object. It also presented a terminating message-passing distributed algorithm. Both algorithms cope with t < n=2 process crashes, and are consequently optimal from a process crash point of view.
APPENDIX SNAPSHOTS IN RELIABLE MESSAGE-PASSING SYSTEMS
For completeness, this appendix presents a short presentation of snapshot algorithms for reliable asynchronous message-passing systems. Such algorithms have been proposed since the early days of the field (e.g., in [12] , [18] , [25] ). Differently from read/write-oriented snapshots (as the ones presented in this paper), they compute snapshots made up of process local states and channels states.
Being able to compute global states of message-passing distributed applications is a central issue of distributed computing. This is because many problems can be stated as properties on global states. One of the most famous example is the detection of stable properties of distributed computations, such as termination detection or deadlock detection (once true, a stable property remains true forever).
One of the very first algorithms computing consistent global states of a distributed computation is due to Chandy and Lamport [12] . This simple and elegant algorithm introduced the term snapshot to denote a computed global state. It assumes FIFO channels, and uses additional control messages called markers. In the anonymous setting, [9] , [24] extend this work to concurrent initiators in failure-free asynchronous distributed message-passing systems. Later, snapshot algorithms, which require neither FIFO channels nor additional control messages, have been introduced (e.g., [18] , [25] ).
It was shown in [12] that, while the snapshot returned by a snapshot algorithm is consistent, it is impossible to prove that the computation passed through it. It is only possible to claim a very weak property, namely that the computation could have passed through it. This has sometimes been called the relativistic nature of distributed computing. More generally, it was shown in [13] that the set of consistent global states that can be computed has a lattice structure. This means that if two processes launch concurrent snapshot computations, they can obtain snapshots that, while each of them is consistent, cannot be compared in the sense that it is impossible to show that one of them occurred before the other one (the interested reader will find a pedagogical presentation of these issues in Chap. 6 of [33] ).
As far as fault-tolerance is concerned, none of the message-passing snapshot algorithms described in [12] , [18] , [25] tolerates process crashes. For a discussion of performance analysis of a class of distributed algorithms, that includes snapshot algorithms, see [30] .
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